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Each spring ecoAmerica gathers the results of major 
national polls on climate and the environment to 
present a more comprehensive picture of progress 
on “social solutions” to these challenges.  Are we 
building public awareness, understanding and 
support for climate action, or not?

2010 was a not a propitious year for nature.  The 
favored solution for climate change, cap-and-trade 
legislation, collapsed and the mid-term elections 
ushered in a wave of anti-environmental protection 
legislators at state and federal levels.   Over the last 
few years, global warming has became a crux issue 
in the partisan polarization of America. 

Political and economic forces are aligned against 
climate solutions for reasons that really have nothing 
to do with science or consequences.  We now need 
to develop new solutions that don’t have this toxic 
political baggage associated with them.  

How has all this played out with the American 
public?  Check out the summary comments at the 
right and the graphs on the following pages.
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Introduction
• Some of the major polling firms still refer to the term

“global warming” while most environmental and news
organizations have shifted to “climate change.”  This
disconnect may be impacting survey results.

• Nonetheless, over the past two years, American public
opinion on climate and environmental issues has gone
through what may be a historic, negative shift.
– After 20+ years of environmental priority over

economics, Americans may have ‘permanently’
shifted to greater concerns about the economy.

– The partisan polarization about climate has
reached cultural dimensions.  Climate solutions
as defined by progressives violate the values and
senses of conservatives.

• Despite the debate and conflict, Americans support
new energy and are concerned about pollution –
these may be a path forward for climate solutions.

• With elite climate battles in hiatus, it will be interesting
to see what evolves in 2011 and beyond.

ecoAmerica is grateful to the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation for its generous support.
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not our fault; exaggerated seriousness
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Are temperature changes due to man made or natural causes? 

•  Historically about 60% of 
Americans have believed that 
temperature changes on the 
planet are man-made.  Over the 
past two years this has declined to 
just about half of the population. 

(6) 

Thinking about what is said in the news, in your view is the seriousness 
of global warming generally exaggerated, generally correct, or is it 
generally underes=mated? 

% Exaggerated  % Correct  % Underes<mated 

•  As recently as 2007, Americans 
were fairly divided on the 
seriousness of global warming, but 
over the past three years many 
have been convinced that the 
threat of global warming is 
exaggerated.

(6) 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(11) 

% Yes  % No 

Do you think that global warming will pose a serious threat to 
you and your way of life in your life=me? 

declining concern

(6) 

% Worry a great deal/a fair amount 

How much do you personally worry about global warming? 

•  After a decade long increase in 
concern that global warming was a 
serious threat, over the past two 
years concern has declined 
dramatically.



•  Personal worry about global 
warming is now at its lowest level 
in a decade.
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the lowest of American public priorities
Percent of Americans considering each as a “top priority” (mutually independent) 

•  Global warming ranks 
last when compared 
to other public policy 
issues.

•  Only 26% consider 
global warming a top 
priority, and number 
is declining

•  Concern about the 

environment shifted 
to new levels in 2009 
and remains at 
historic low levels. 

(3) 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and the lowest of environmental concerns

•  Global warming also 
ranks last when 
compared to other 
environmental issues.

Great deal/ 
Fair amount 

Not much/ 
Not at all 

Contamina<on of soil and water by toxic waste  79%  20% 

Pollu<on of rivers, lakes, and reservoirs  79%  22% 

Pollu<on of drinking water  77%  23% 

Maintenance of the na<on’s supply of fresh water for household needs  75%  24% 

Air pollu<on  72%  28% 

Ex<nc<on of plant and animal species  64%  36% 

The loss of tropical rain forests  63%  35% 

Urban sprawl and loss of open spaces  57%  42% 

Global warming  51%  48%  (9) 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an “across the board” shift

•  Alarmed and 
Concerned Americans 
declined while Doubtful 
and Dismissive 
Americans increased by 
a similar amount.

(13) 

(12) 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With which one of these statements about the environment and the economy do you most agree:  protec=on of the 
environment should be given priority, even at the risk of curbing economic growth (or) economic growth should be given 
priority, even if the environment suffers to some extent? 

% Environment  % Economic Growth 

(8) 

economic growth taking priority
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(2) 

More important 
priority… 

Rep 
% 

Dem 
% 

Ind 
% 

Keep energy prices low  52  28  32 

Protect the 
environment 

41  68  59 

Don’t know  8  4  8 
(1) 

•  The differences in beliefs on global 
warming between are striking – 
two to three times greater 
concern among Democrats than 
among Republicans

•  This translates into a similar shift 
on environment vs. energy 
priorities.

the political divide
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(7) 

(7) 

trends by political affiliation

•  Concern by all major political 
affiliations, including Democrats, 
is eroding.
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Which approach to solving the na=on’s energy problems should the U.S. follow right now… 

 % Emphasize more conserva<on by 
consumers of exis<ng energy supplies 

% Emphasize produc<on of more oil, 
gas and coal supplies 

(10) 

record low support for conservation
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•  Even though Americans’ concern 
about global warming is declining, 
a huge majority still favor more 
renewable energy and tougher 
efficiency standards.

•  A significant majority also favor 
limits on pollution.

•  They also want more fossil fuels, 
indicating Americans don’t seem 
to make a strong enough 
connection between fossil fuels 
and pollution.

12 

Include each in comprehensive energy 
legisla=on… 

Favor 
% 

Oppose 
% 

Require u<li<es to produce more energy from 
renewable sources 

87  9 

Tougher efficiency standards  78  17 

Expand explora<on for coal, gas, oil  68  26 

Limits on CO2 and other greenhouse gas 
emissions 

66  29 

Incen<ves for more nuclear power  50  42  

Public Favors Alterna=ve Energy, Tradi=onal Energy, and 
Limits on Greenhouse Gases 

(1) 

on energy it’s “all of the above”
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38% of Likely U.S. Voters favor the building of more 
nuclear plants here, marking the lowest level of 
support in nearly three years.  42% oppose the 
building of new U.S. plants.  20% are not sure.  

Have the recent events in Japan made you a lot more concerned, 
a liRle more concerned, or not more concerned about a nuclear 
disaster occurring in the United States? 

A lot more 
concerned 

A li`le more 
concerned 

Not more 
concerned 

Mar 15, 2011  39%  31%  27% 

There was a drop-off in support for offshore oil 
drilling last year following the massive oil leak in the 
Gulf of Mexico, but, with gas prices soaring at the 
pump, support has rebounded to a new high of 67%.

(5) 

(4) 

(4) 

•  70% of Americans say they are 
more concerned about a nuclear 
disaster 

•  Similarly, the 2010 oil spill caused 
an immediate drop in support for 
offshore drilling.

•  After a massive marketing effort 
by BP and other oil companies, 
support for offshore drilling has 
rebounded to record levels.  

•  The nuclear industry might not 
have the same pull or luck.

disasters and public opinion?
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